MAINTENANCE

1. Do not operate on sand, mud or wet floor.

2. Remove all batteries from Robot and transmitter, when Robot is not going to be in used for a long period.

3. Do not store unit under direct sunlight or near heat source.

4. Replace 1.5V “C” batteries in Robot when speed of Robot becomes noticeably slower and laser eyes flash becomes dimmer and video screen does not clear while Robot turns left.

   Replace a 9V battery in Robot when it does not turn left.

   Replace a 9V battery in transmitter when controlling range decreases.

Note: Try not to use Robot for consecutive periods of 20 minutes or more.

   This may cause excessive battery drain.

   Batteries must be given time to recharge.

MADE IN KOREA
OPERATION INSTRUCTION

Battery Loading

1. Set ON/OFF switch on the back of the Robot to OFF position.

2. Open battery compartment on the back of the Robot and load 2 "C" batteries and a 9V battery with polarities as marked. Shut battery compartment close.

3. Slide battery compartment on the transmitter and load a 9V battery with polarities as marked. Flip down and snap cover back in position on transmitter.